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Executive Summary 

● In our most recent survey, we conducted a split sample experiment. Half the survey was asked 
about spending cuts while half were asked about slowing the growth of spending. 

○ On the question of funding for infrastructure projects, the results showed significantly 
more support for slowing the growth of spending than for cutting spending. 

○ There were only modest changes when asking about Social Security and military 
spending. 

● In response to an open-ended question about what it means to be a conservative, 28% mention 
family and traditional values, and 20% talk about individual freedom. 

● In response to an open-ended question about what it means to be liberal, 39% of voters say it is 
about being focused on equality. 

○ An additional 14% associate being liberal with bigger government. 

● Only 10% think that biological males who identify as women should be allowed to compete in 
women’s sporting events. 

○ Seventy-three percent (73%) disagree and say they should not be allowed to compete in 
women’s sports. 

● Just 22% believe it should be legal to provide children under 18 with puberty blockers, drugs, 
and/or surgery to help them transition from one gender to another. Sixty-four percent (64%) 
disagree. 

● Only 10% of voters have ever introduced themselves using their preferred personal pronouns. 

○ Fewer than half (45%) of voters have ever met someone who expressed preferred 
personal gender pronouns.  

● Most voters (77%) think that the federal government doesn’t pay enough attention to what 
voters want. 

○ Only 9% of voters think the federal government pays too much attention to voters. 

● Just fifteen percent (15%) of voters think it would be better for America if only people with 
college degrees were allowed to vote. 

○ Among all voters, 62% believe this would make things worse, including 49% who say it 
would be much worse.  
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Methodology 

This Counterpolling™ survey of 1,000 Registered Voters was conducted online by Scott Rasmussen on 
March 6-7, 2024. Field work for the survey was conducted by RMG Research, Inc. Certain quotas were 
applied, and the sample was lightly weighted by geography, gender, age, race, education, internet 
usage, and political party to reasonably reflect the nation’s population of Registered Voters. Other 
variables were reviewed to ensure that the final sample is representative of that population. 

The margin of sampling error for the full sample is +/- 3.1 percentage points. 

This survey was paid for by RMG Research, Inc. as part of the service provided for our Gold Circle 
Members. 


